Turnout of Grads For Homecoming Largest Since ’40

Hannah Says One Day Off

Tickets Limited For Term Play

Workshop Offers Two Shows Today

Cardinell Explains Brazilian Agriculture

Cardinell, a research associate of the agricultural department, speaking as a senior extension specialist in Brazil during the war, is associated with the food production and distribution of the division of the inter-American Union of Rice, Beans, and Corn.

The purpose of this division’s work in Brazil was to instruct the food producers in the care of the domestic livestock, which were being used to produce food for the hungry masses. The division worked closely with the rice, beans, and corn farmers, teaching them how to care for their crops and how to use the food they produced efficiently.

Small Plant

The small farmers own from one to five acres of land. They are organized under the council of the United States, which has been running the small plant program in Brazil. The division works closely with the small farmers, teaching them how to use their land efficiently.

Primitive methods of agricultural research were also employed. For example, researchers used hand plows and hand sprayers for the experimental work. They also studied the effects of rain, water, and cooking on the yields of the crops.
Base Opinions on the Facts

What is the political situation in China? Conflicting reports suggest there may be some internal disorder among the Chinese communists who have once governed the United States and are still fighting with the nationalist government against them. But what are the facts? Thus far news dispatches from China have been meagre and confusing. Here is a selection of recent stories, some of which are contradictory or confusing. The formulation of rash and hasty opinions on this subject at this time can lead only to misunderstanding and inappropriate action.

LETTERS . . . . To The Editor

To the Editor:

Becoming a member of the American Legion, an expression of the desire to preserve the American way of life, while attending and supporting a Communist government is a contradiction that will not go unchallenged. Should we move in the direction of actually becoming a member of any Communist country? Is this orientation truly necessary? Do we not owe it to ourselves and to our fellow Americans to make every effort to see that our lives are free and uncontrolled by the activities of any Communist organization? Is it true that we should not act as citizens of the United States and be free from such influences? Should we not be concerned with the level of the activities of the government of any country? What is the reason for becoming a member of the American Legion? Is it not for the purpose of helping the government of the United States? If so, how can we support a government that is contrary to our own? It is not the responsibility of any organization to determine which members to accept or refuse. Therefore, it is necessary for each individual to make his own decision regarding membership.

The equality of democracy and communism is a myth. From the very beginning, the two systems have been in opposition. One is based on freedom and the other on control. One is based on individualism and the other on collectivism. One is based on competition and the other on cooperation. One is based on private property and the other on public property. One is based on the rule of the people and the other on the rule of the government. One is based on the rule of law and the other on the rule of force. One is based on the rule of right and the other on the rule of might. One is based on the rule of reason and the other on the rule of emotion. One is based on the rule of science and the other on the rule of superstition. One is based on the rule of progress and the other on the rule of regression. One is based on the rule of morality and the other on the rule of immorality. One is based on the rule of justice and the other on the rule of injustice. One is based on the rule of democracy and the other on the rule of despotism.
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**Spartans Lend Support To Bachman's Promise**

Pittsburg Coach Halle Breslin and Reader Combination Best as in College Football

More and stronger support was given to Coach Charlie Bachman last Saturday when the Big Ten State would have been interested in winning ball club this year, as the Spartan team rose to meet the Detroit Tigers last Saturday in their fourth victory in six starts.

 Shortly after the opening tuff, Bachman made the comment that their season this year has just started and as it did in 1942. At that moment he was most gratified in Michigan, playing with a given team," he pointed.

These weeks later Michigan will be one of the all-time teams of the finest Big Ten but teams of the most intense.

Bachman made the statement that we have greatest number and center, some 200 members of the Downtown club and it was announced that the team would be a tough one.

Now in the season he has a productive pick, he added of the team and as Bachman has mentioned, he was the only one that displayed the effort, and the results are not as an interest. Keeke. Breslin, guards, bill Larr and Don Black, is Bachman. Dick Breslin. Of the big boys in the Michigan lineup, Bachman, who has been superb throughout the season, is aout to prove himself in the Downtown Michigan. Pittsburg, and Morgan and also with Marquette.

First and second Pain.

In the season last year's completion of 33 of the big boys in the Downtown league. Heavily, he's scored 23 of those points. Pinned with Miller's nine fullback, the throw-in. The two flank coast Clerk Shaughnessy. The Fitch has described as the best back he's ever had. He's the only one of the fullbacks he's ever had. He's the only one.

At the end of the season, after a combination as the first, his second and thirdordon. To the right half, Bachman believes.

Saturday night in the Downtown, Bachman. Holding the line, he's the best back he's ever had. He's the only one of the fullbacks he's ever had. He's the only one.

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

*Ad* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

*Area* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

*Area* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

*Good* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

*Good* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

*Good* for free classified adds. *Call* Henry. 44402.

---

**Signal Caller**

Pictured here is DOMINIC CANTIL, able quarterback. He changes off with regular start. As main-Gunn Johnson, he will be responsible for several grand gaining pars completed in tight spots.

**BOWLING SCORES**

1. Delta Sig 3 pts. AGR 1 pt.
2. ATO 2 pts. Signa Chi 1 pt.
4. High team game: Delta Sig. 971.

High three game series: Richard Prince, 343.

---

**Color Motion Pictures Featured At Lecture**

Burton Holmes, travel and travelogue expert, will speak Saturday night in the College auditorium at 8:30. He is well known to students, attended yes.

The lecture will center on a

---

**Freshman and sophomore managers for basketball games are needed immediately. Please call John McCann.**

---

**CARDINELL**

(Continued from Page 1)
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**Our blouses to complete your college wardrobe. Fluffy n’ feminine — simple n’ sporty!!!**

For school . . . A crisp white cotton with short ruffle sleeves and collar. Eyelet and ribbon trim. 3.98

For dress . . . A black crepe — black tafetta or black chiffon. Full flowing sleeves with plain or frilly neckline. 5.98

---

**TEEN-AGE TO IN THE AIR**

---

---
Army 'Egg Beater' Completes Test To Prevent Crop Frost Damages

By TOM NORTHWAY

The "egg beater," army helicopter brought to Michigan for experimentation in crop protection, has been making an eye-catching flight from Farmington, Ohio, following successful completion of tests at Huggett, head of the agricultural engineering department, has revealed.

One of the tests was to determine whether the helicopter could hold the air temperature through the use of the layer of warm air, which is several feet above the soil.

Sheldon Officers

Pleasant - Sheldon, of the agricultural engineering department, supervised the project in cooperation with the United States army and the departments of soils, crops, entomology, and entomology at Michigan State college.

After a meeting on Saturday, Oct. 27, the Sheldon Hall helicopter began the first test ever to feature a plane of this kind.

Observers gathered at the experimental farm plots of the Paul Harvey, head of the soil department, which are ten miles southeast of Lansing. On hand were R. H. Gardner, who is director of the experimental station, and several guests from Great Britain.

Air Currents Demonstrated

At the plane hovered at levels of 20 and 100 feet above the ground, and increased to speeds of 25 miles an hour, an onion smoke pot released a thick white cloud in order to demonstrate air currents.

Prof. D. E. Wast made temperature measurements using thermocouples. These were recorded to regular intervals on a reflecting map.

National Attention

National attention drawn by the tests is evidenced by Harriet Smith's mention of them on her afternoon radio show yesterday.

Prof. Farrall stressed the possibility of a sizable income for the farmer who will buy a helicopter and use it for crop dusting and frost prevention on neighboring farms.

Future Tests

Future tests may be carried out on next spring, depending upon the availability and findings of these preliminary tests," Farrall added.

The helicopter was piloted by Capt. Charles H. Hermes, of Oaklawn, and Sgt. Nipper, crew chief from Cleveland.

SPARTAN REVIVAL URGED

In response to a letter in the State News last week about re- starting the Spartan magazine, a committee of students met at the University yesterday to discuss the purposes a campus magazine should serve and to plan lines of organization and content.

The committee decided to meet every week, beginning next Thursday, at 3 p.m. in the Union. All other students interested in working for the Spartan book are urged to attend.

In God we trust; all others pay cash — American Saying.

ALLIES Impose Severe Terms in Armistice

WASHINGTON, Nov. 6 (AP) — Today's 26-month-old armistice terms finally were made public today, but restoration of the British, American and French forces to full international standing still appeared to be months away.

Publication of the armistice terms in Washington, London, and Paris discredited that the British, American and French forces, in paper armistice terms, had imposed on their enemy any severe surrender pact. In practice, however, it became increasingly lighter.

4-H Club Will Give Party

The campus 4-H club party will be held Friday night from 8 to 10 in the Spartan room of the Union, instead of Saturday night as stated in the State News yesterday.

It will be an informal "horrors" party, according to publicity Chairman Harvee Myers, Decatur sophomore.

It is illegal for a horrid to shoot bows and arrows near any city street or playground in Buffalo, N. Y.

Alert motorists — always check back.

SHEPARD'S SHOES

Open Thursday Evenings Til 9

Scientific Fitting
For Men, Women and Children

FOR SLICK CHICKS — This Saddle Oxford is one of the busiest shoes in college. It goes to classes, jam sessions, cake dates, just about anywhere. And we have many other styles to choose from.

• College Chum • Fraternity Girl • Eileen
• Daniel Green Outdoorables • Kickerinos

$4.95 to $6.95

For the entire family

317 East Grand Avenue, East Lansing

New Philosophy Club

To Note New Officers

At the first meeting of the Associated Alumni, newly organized club, a constitution was discussed and adopted by the group. Under the chairmanship of R. C. Oudin, president of the group.

Jean Sharrad, junior graduate student, was appointed chairman of a committee to formulate rules for officers of the organization. Election of officers will be held at the next regular meeting in two weeks.